Old Trails Alpaca Company
Official Contest Rules & Requirements

1. The winner is responsible for all transportation expenses for this alpaca. This includes
veterinary examination required by your state which is $100.00.
2. The transport or hiring of alpaca transporter to pickup the alpaca from Old Trails
Alpaca Company, located in Spokane, WA, and deliver to your farm or place of boarding
is your cost. We can arrange transportation on your behalf if requested.

3. Contest alpaca must be removed from Old Trails Alpaca Company within 60 days.
4. Option: The ARI certificate or registration and the right to register offspring
produced by the contest alpaca, can be purchased for $1,000. Financing is available for
12 months 0% interest. The winner has up to 12 months from the date of this contract
to decide if they want to transfer the registration of the contest alpaca. At the end
of 12 months the animal’s ARI certificate will be moved to “Sold without Transfer”
status with the ARI.

5. Breeding Option: Contestants winning a female alpaca who is not bred may purchase a
breeding to one of Old Trails Alpaca Company’s Award Winning Herdsires {Studmaster
Males}. This option includes a breeding, ultrasound and 60 days boarding.

Promotion Details and Eligibility

1.

Prospective winners must go through a qualifying interview or other additional process.

2.

No purchase required.

3.

Limit one entry per household per drawing.

4.

The promotion is held at random intervals and winners will be notified by Old Trails Alpaca
Company.

5.

You will receive an e-mail acknowledgement when we receive your entry. Alpacas.com assumes
no responsibility for entries not received and acknowledged.

6.

All the income taxes are the responsibility of the winner.

7.

Transporting of the alpaca is the responsibility of the qualified winner.

8.

The winner to select from the list of alpacas identified by Old Trails Alpaca Company.

9.

Contest alpacas do not include ARI certificate of registration transfer. Certificate transfer details
provided upon request.

10.

If a selected entrant is unable to fulfill his/her responsibilities
or is judged to be unqualified by Old Trails Alpaca Company, a second drawing will be held. Only
those entrants registering during previous quarter will be eligible.

11.

The odds of winning depend on the number of entrants received.

12.

Old Trails Alpaca CO. reserves the right to provide a rain check
or a substitute Alpaca our sole discretion.

13.

The promotion is limited to residents of the United States only.

14.

Void in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York and where
prohibited by law.

SELLER: __________________ BUYER: _________________
BILL GRAHAM
DATE: ___________________ DATE: _________________

